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Abstract We look for the High Quality Accreditation of
tertiary education in two ways: one, involving large amount
of information, including issues such as self-assessment,
high quality, statistics, indicators, surveys, and field work
(process engineering), during several periods of time; and
the second, in relation to the information contained there
about High Quality, which involves the development of an
intelligent architecture based on both knowledge and models
towards competitiveness. Mathematical and computational
models for dynamic and structural analysis of the academic
governability integrate the engine for this architecture. We
specially consider that the processes of High Quality
Accreditation demand a great effort, with the participation of
numerous people and faculty members, and the compliance
with government regulations. Architecture makes it easy to
walkthrough top down and bottom up: from macro to micro
level of data (and vice versa), covering the whole processes
of the university, in order to verify the full compliance with
the accreditation rules, policy and quality assurance of the
entire academic programs. These architectures allow us to
follow up the progressive enhancement in search of the
academic excellence.
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1. Post War Conflict Situation & Higher
Education Crisis in Colombia
After more than one half century of internal war,

nowadays we celebrate the peace agreement supported by
the International Community. We prepare for a post-conflict
situation, which will extend over the next 20 years in which
thousands of demobilized and displaced persons need to be
prepared, requiring a short-term re-qualification of the
workforce. Given the shortfall of 100,000 ICT (Information
and Communication Technologies) engineers and the triple
of technologists and programmers, our proposal aims to be a
disruptive innovation to face with high technology the
post-agreement and the alarming digital divide of human
talent in this country. [4] [17] [24] [27] [31]
The problems of the young people who enter the
University have multiple edges:

The disintegration of the educational model in
post-modernity pari passu, the low competitiveness of
the EDUCATIVE Sector because of its very
questionable quality in relation to local and
international results

Our terrible dilemma in the field of Competitiveness is
that our infrastructure and university facilities are from
the Industrial Society (i.e. 19th century), we are
teachers of the Information Society (i.e. 20th century)
but our students are from the Knowledge Society (XXI
century)...

The recurring underperformance of high school
students in PISA and TIMMS that triggers dropout in
the first semester of careers associated with ICT

The deficiency in teaching productivity that affects the
success in High Quality, as a critical factor

The poor solutions that have been implemented with
unsatisfactory results. The recent encouragement to
postgraduate teachers is insufficient because it favors
only a small part of the population.
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Figure 1. Education Sector Matrix

1.1. Concomitant Effects
The production of young graduates with qualitative and
quantitative deficiencies in their training affects
protuberantly the labor qualification with low
competitiveness and very low productivity. As they swell
the ranks of the unemployed people.
1.2. Challenges of the Higher Education: The social
innovation
Colombia has also suffered the digital divide (delay) and
social (poverty), internal struggles that have bled this
country during the last 60 years. Some of the challenges are
to achieve peace and harmony to promote social
development
and
technical
progress,
the
economic-sustainable development, and the economic
growth with quality of life: challenges that are great in
terms of competitiveness.
In recent publications of the World Economic Forum
(WEF) Colombia is ranked 92 among 138 countries at
science and math, so, how can we compete in globalization
times?
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) and the World Bank (WB), have
warned that students in Colombia are passing college with
serious deficiencies in Mathematics, Physics and Literacy.
In order to improve the quality of the higher education (HE)
in this country, these both institutions just put to the
Government an extensive study in which they did 63
recommendations to the sector, such as the creation of the
grade 12 for media education (ME).
In the Programme for International Student Assessment
(PISA), among 44 participating countries, Colombia was in
the last position, after the application of a test about the
ability to solve problems of the XXI century, on 85000 15

years old students, 9000 of them Colombian. The proof of
the PISA, was basically an optional test of creative problem
solving, in which the Latin American countries were not in
any good standing in relation to other regions of the world
such as Asia, for example.
A recent study, conducted by FUNDACIÓN
COMPARTIR, 1 focuses on Teachers, as guarantors of the
Constitutional Right to Education. It has generated many
expectations but many questions: Are we going to continue
educating using methods and tools of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries? Obviously we believe that education is
the key to face the backwardness and poverty. How to take
advantage of this moment? The study focuses on the
Colombian teachers and proposes their improvement to
raise the quality of education. This study proposes
important incentives for Educators including the
sponsorship of major studies.
1.3. Insufficiency of Research in Education
It has been a common practice in Colciencias 2 and, in
recent years, MINTIC (National Ministry of ICT) that the
bulk of the convocations and research resources, privilege
the industrial productive sector pointing to INNOVATION,
with the perverse assumption that economic growth drags
the social sectors. Although it is mentioned in many
documents the SOCIAL INNOVATION, in the experience,
the policies and practices of the Colombian Government
(GOC) indicate the opposite.
This is aggravated by the fact that all the researchers
initiatives are limited to the themes that COLCIENCIAS
1 Fundación Compartir. Following The Teaching Excellence: Improving
the quality of education for all Colombians (Spanish).
www.fundacioncompartir.org
2 Colombia National Institution for Science, Research and Innovation,
Francisco José de Caldas.
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defines, with the detriment of the social sectors. The
complexity of the HE’s problems, has been focused on the
poor levels of quality, competitiveness and productivity,
with a high incidence in the accelerating propensity to
dropout, attrition of quality, and elevated costs of the
Colombian education sector.
1.4. Competitiveness
It is a lifelong process. Colombia is stuck in the rear
positions worldwide (67th), according to the WEF’s
Progress world ranking; it has been disappointing, as the
National Competitiveness Agenda, paradoxically has
created modern institutions (one public and other private)
with a multitude of isolated and unrelated policies, with
little enforcement capacity and little private participation in
the design of the policy. For this social Sector of Education,
it is a very serious problem: is an issue of great prevalence,
aggravated by the low investment in Science, Technology
and Investigation (STI); the issue of competitiveness and
productivity of public education is virtually unknown,
although it has been claimed as a substantial element of
quality and that is insufficient. The local Observatory for
STI mentions that the rate of the GNP (gross national
product) related to Science and Technology inversion is
0.17%, which is 20-30 times less than in the leader
countries. The latter reveals a fragility of the STI sector in
Colombia.
The government proclaims high educational coverage but
the problem is the poor education quality which severely
distorted the educational service and the labor market
especially in Technical and Technological Education.

2. Introduction: Towards a Knowledge
Engineering in Education
Knowledge Engineering (KE) in Education (KEE) is
considered a part of engineering in the third millennium,
that deals with the organization, representation, use and
application of education knowledge to design, build and
deploy intelligent agents and expert education systems. The
KEE is considered the top step of the systems engineering
and the engineering of Artificial Intelligence (AI).
The pathway to high quality (HQ) is paved with
significant achievements and overcoming of great obstacles.
The information macroscopic of our project is presented in
Sections 3 to 7.
In this model, the characteristics of the architecture
concept are: System of Systems (SOS), high complexity, is
coplanar, has concurrent and interlaced subsystems, enables
several visions and approaches, and has inter and
trans-organizational dependencies. [6]
The main informational components that integrate the
architecture are:

The elements related to the institutional enterprise
model whose functions are peculiar to it, and are
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associated with the typical functions of the university
mission.
The aspects related to the management component as
support.
The ICT architecture.
The SIFES (Management Information System (MIS)
for Higher Education in FESSANJOSE 3).
The documentation repository.
The infrastructure.
The quality and self-assessment sub-systems.

We understand the self-assessment as a process and
management tool, which the U. SANJOSE, with a critical
review and reflection, apply into its university formation
system, considering its relationships with the external sector.
To achieve success (through the use of propaedeutic cycles)
in a Professional Technical, Technological, and University
Professional Education System, building new horizons in
quality of life, welfare, equity, and social and economic
development, it is required the full compliance with the
accreditation regulations, the policies, and the quality
assurance of the programs we are offering. Accreditation is
a part of quality assurance for certifying the result of a
quality assessment or evaluation.
The institutional self-assessment model proposed by the
CNA (National Accreditation Council of Colombia), [13],
which has four major components (factors, characteristics,
variables and indicators), in turn, raises definitions such as:

The groupings: groups of factors that affect quality;

The variables: are attributes of the characteristics;

The empirical referents indicators: are variables;

The features are the model’s central component; they
are the evidence of an institution or program quality.
The features are general and specific predicates,
something that exists; i.e.: is an institution, a process, a
program, or a service.
As mentioned before, in Sections 3 to 7, the mature
intelligent enterprise architecture is presented: model driven,
with 360° vision space, accompanied by an executive
survey on functional and non-functional structural aspects
of the FESSANJOSE, on the road to HQ. We retrieved the
best practices for HQ Accreditation that we have designed
and implemented for the purpose mentioned before. Also
we have developed the intelligent architecture, based on
knowledge and models for the competitiveness,
productivity and HQ, supported in our experiences which
are discussed; the architecture engine is formed by
mathematical and computational models for dynamic and
structural analysis of the academic governance.
Computational and mathematical models are hypotheses
about reality and allow us to analyze the complex world in a
more structured and coherent way. These architectures
allow us to follow up the progressive enhancement in
search of the academic excellence. [10] [25] [29] [31] [41]
[55]
3 Fundación de Educación Superior San José, www.usanjose.edu.co. Also
U. SANJOSE.
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The Figure 2 summarizes the approach we develop in this chapter:

OUPUT INTERFACE

Architecture for HIGH
QUALITY for Tertiary
Education

* Problems
* Questions
* Training
* DESERTION
* Performance
* Evaluation
* Simulation
* Data
* Knowledge
* Information

FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE,
Model driven, (Tools,
Instruments)

INPUT INTERFACE

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONAL ARCHITECTURE
* High Quality
* Productivity
* Route Map
* Permanencia
* Training
* Performance
* Rating
* Simulation
* Data &
Information
* Knowledge

Institutional System of Information, Data, Knowledge for control of the
Educational Model of the III Millennium
Flow of data, information, knowledge, skills, processes ..

Figure 2. The 3D Architecture

Figure 3. Architecture Computational Model

3. Intelligent Educational Architecture
Architecting imply the organization of subsystems or
components to obtain new or better functionalities. If such
components are knowledge based, we obtain an intelligent
behavior.
3.1. Space
We developed our architecture of maturity regarding the
HE problem space we used to face, as displayed in the
Figure 4. The categorization of agents of this model
includes family parents, students, teachers who are the
kernel, the universities, the professional unions, the industry
and the Government. Students and Teachers are
individually represented. This architecture has allowed the
knowledge mobility from it to several universities, in
Colombia [34].
3.2. The Computational Model of Architecture
The computational representation is required for obvious

reasons but is recognized the impossibility of expressing it
mathematically as a determined and closed expression. The
variables types involved are objects, arrays (in terms of
function coverage by level and area), vector (technological
level), fuzzy variables (e.g. performance management) and
scalars. Their inputs and outputs give data flows simply, to
express different forms usually unstructured, e.g. a problem
to solve or a plan of action to follow [10] [54]. 4
3.3. Architecture Computational Model
Architecture scheme could also be represented by a set of
simultaneous equations given multiple inter and
intra-relations of the system as MIS inter-temporal analysis.
However the scheme described above indicates in itself, a
much more rich and fertile performance to meet the
4 USANJOSE-ARQ-COHE-CURRICULAR: Arquitectura Inteligente de
Conocimientos Curriculares y Competencias para Optimización de un Plan
de Estudios. Registrado e implementado en FESSANJOSE, Bogotá, y en la
Fundación Universitaria Comfenalco, Cartagena. Convenio 2014.
HANDBOOK, ISBN 978-958-48-0412-9. Título: Compendio de
Prospectiva y Planeación Estratégica con Guías Gerenciales para Obtención
del Mapa de Ruta para la Permanencia Escolar en Educación Superior.
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demands of the corporate governability system, and is
tending to suit individual conditions of an executive user.
Then, the computer left its condition from a simple data
repository and calculator, to become an expert assistant,
playing a much more important role.
3.4. Model for Student Intervention
The knowledge based intelligent architecture has allowed
us to define several intervention models for student
remediation of various kinds: academic, psychological,
economical, and related. The Intervention Model implies:

Protocol for raising awareness: family parents’
workshops for adapting to university life, funding for
HE, sexuality, etc.

Academic difficulties protocol: study skills and time
management; tests and sensitization for teachers and
students about learning and cognitive styles; and
academic monitoring.

Protocol for the prevention of depression: the Beck
Inventory Test, and identification of depression
symptoms for parents and students.
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Reinforcement
workshops design, on basic
communication and mathematics skills to be applied to
freshmen students who enter to perform induction
process in the first half academic period.
Workshops design, for generating skills of texts
analysis and understanding, and for basic math
training.
An integral plan: training mentoring.
Our Architectures were included in Colombian
Successful Experiences in Desertion [17].

3.5. Lecturers and Teachers
The widespread use of different architectures as
discussed in this paper provided a space to analyze and find
optimal and feasible solutions, given the high complexity of
the educational sector.
The teacher side includes authoring tools for content
generation, and verification of concepts and knowledge.

Figure 4. Multi-Agent Intelligent Educational Architecture
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3.6. Student: Early Alerts
The early alerts software 5, for each student, approached from different fields, starting by the risk characterization of
SPADIES 6 (System for Dropout Prevention in Higher Education in Colombia, developed by MEN – National Ministry of
Education –) and thus, detailed tracking of students who are at high risk.
There is another area of focus for alerts regarding the attendance by teachers and students with a daily log of their
assistance, which is carried out electronically, giving us an indication of both students and teachers who have stopped
attending for a certain time, on the rate of absence that may promote a decline in academic quality. Other items have to do
with student´s academic performance and payment methods, to make an accompaniment in these respects as well.
The Model monitors students by dependencies with protocols, and determines routes, with online guides to improve
Math, Reading and Writing skills, including ICT-based support and protocols for the use and monitoring.
3.7. Student: Self- Control Board
Student Self-Control board is a student-centered tool, to monitor his/her progress, the individual information,
competencies, academic and administrative information. We constructed a Matrix prototype, regarding Objective
competences vs. Micro-competences for each subject of the curriculum.
3.8. Student-Teacher: Knowledge Engineering Tools
Business Intelligence (BI) tools are required for mining and knowledge discovery for classification and prediction in
terms of risk and desertion. It has been important for data analysis in order to improve the models for intervention.
3.9. Competence Manager: iCOACH
The architecture includes the design and implementation of iCOACH, which is an intelligent, knowledge-based tool, a
high computing instrument to follow up each student in the academic first terms at FESSANJOSE engineering faculty,
specifically in the areas of Math, Physics and Reading-Writing Skills [11] [54]. The software architecture has 3 main parts:
Edumatic Builder (as productivity tool for the Teacher with competence manager), the Student Model, and the knowledge
base for concept verification. Several previous works have preceded this project, so our methodology and related
knowledge are very experienced. A prototype was built [25] to demonstrate the iCOACH validity and applicability, and as
an academic productivity instrument for competence management. Below is a scheme of our Knowledge competence
manager we are working on:
USANJOSE COMP-KNOW-Mgmt: EXPERT SYSTEM Competency Manager

Outcome of
Competencie
s

Competencies
Products

ANALITICAL
Matrix of
Skilla and
Competence
Analytics

Curricular Knowledge
Analytics
Matrix of
Applicability
& Pertinence

Profile Offert

Organizational Learning
Definition

Disign

Reasonnig by
Portfolio of Competency Models Tuning, Australia, Spain, UK, France
Cases

ONTOLOGY & COMPETENCIES TAXONOMY

Granularity, Specificity and Generality of tasks,
Levels of application. Professional Areas, Coaching

Competency reasoning: Rule based as a Ŧ(classes, models, paradigms, employability, types, manageability, government)

TUTOR On Line: Intelligent Assistant for Teacher and Curriculum Administrators
Figure 5. Expert System for Competencies Management
5 07/01/2014: USANJOSE ADVERTOR-HE. Software record, registered Book 13 - Volume 41, Part 203; DNDA, Colombia National Directorate of
Copyrights.
6 http://spadies.mineducacion.gov.co/spadies/
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The USANJOSE COMP-KNOW-Mgmt Architecture is
an EXPERT SYSTEM as a Competencies Manager: It
allows entering needs to obtain guidelines for the teacher
that help in the design of competencies and
micro-competencies. Its final purpose is to contribute to the
organizational learning as follows:
(1) The Relevance Matrix allows to reason on the relations
between
results
(profiles)
and
the
objective-competences to obtain.
(2) The Competence Coherence Analytical Matrix makes
it possible the reasoning about the relations between
objective-competences and the micro competencies of
specific curricular training plans.
(3) A classification of models and COMPETENCES
systems is required, through ontological reasoning, to
explain Granularity, Specificity, Generality, tasks,
Levels of application, Professional Areas, Coaching,
and others.
(4) Including The Competent Reasoning Rules System:
Rules Ŧ (classes, models, schools, employability, types,
manageability, and government).
(5) And with TUTOR: Smart Assistant for the Teachers
and Curricular Managers.
3.10. Linking ME & HE
There are various kinds of Articulation between
processes, cycles and levels of education, and between
these and Industry, Government and Society. The most
serious problem is the articulation of ME with HE.
Also there are other complications: how is the joint of
educational coverage with the quality of education itself;
and the articulation between the propaedeutic cycles in
union with the integrative skills that are promoted, from the
basic to the disciplinary.
Similarly, we could try other extensions as: to articulate
quality educational excellence, articulate the dimensions of
the productivity, and the quality and competitiveness of the
education sector (which requires relevant education) to
reach an ongoing process as a mediation to articulate the
Information Society with the building of the Knowledge
Society in that leading countries are engaged.
It has been a constant and ongoing activity to improve
student’s skills in math, physics, and reading and writing,
which allow high school attendees to enter HE and show
success in curricular flexibility, and a substantial
improvement in the State tests results. This component
allows students in high school institutions to have
articulation agreement with the University, to access 3rd
semester once they have completed their ME.
3.11. Prospective and Strategic Planning: A tool for
Future Analysis
The STRATEGIC PLAN articulated with the Prospective,
allows to define the roadmap to align human, physical and
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technological efforts toward HE Competitiveness,
comprising: SWOT matrix, Critical Success Factors,
Strategic Orientation, Strategic Map, Prospective and
Scenarios, Desertion, and Addressing ME-HE Articulation.
A major product is a Handbook of Quality and
Governance in Student Drop and Permanence, including the
definition of institutional policies [39].

4. Enterprise Information Architecture
for HQ
4.1. Architecture Justification
The Architecture is the statement towards the system
determination and development, which is appropriate for
the problems of HQ and competitiveness, and is the
communications channel between the involved agents. It
facilitates planning, management and execution for the
University’s strategic development. It can also be seen as
the expression of persistent characteristics and principles
that support the HE system to guide acceptable permanent
changes.
Architecture enables verification and comparison about
whether the implementation of academic and administrative
system is in accordance with the architectural description.
Many innovations have been the result of our careful study
and insight at the architectural level.
Generally the university enterprise architecture is
composed of Strategies, Academic and Organizational
Processes, Human and Technology resources, Intellectual
Processes, infrastructure and other architectures. It enables
the coherence and consistency among architectures.
4.2. Information Architecture Description
As started in the introduction about the architecture
integration, we have these main informational components:
(1) The elements related to business enterprise model,
which functions are linked to the functions that are
typical of the university mission.
(2) The component that allows access to Institutional and
Strategic Plans for each Academic Program, and the
Intellectual Assets as Production: Papers, Books,
Software; i.e. SIFES 7, etc.
(3) The aspects related to the management component as
support for the internal and mission processes.
(4) The ICT architecture: PLANESTIC, and the
VIRTUAL Self-Assessment Program
(5) The MIS (SIFES): functionalities, their MODULES
and Documentation; the architecture for early warning;
FESSJ-ADVERTOR and ME-HE LINK; and
knowledge mobility with other institutions in
Colombia 8.
7 FESSANJOSE MIS for HE (Spanish) intellectual active.
8 Universidad Tecnológica Del Choco, Agreement 0071 2013; Joint to
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(6) The quality and self-assessment architectures, which
are discussed later.
(7) The Documentation Repository Center: Government
and Internal Regulations, the whole academic
programs Master Documentation, etc.
(8) The infrastructure: Computer Technology, Facilities,
Buildings and Labs.

5. Institutional Self-Assessment
5.1. Regulations
The gross guidelines have been given by the CNA of the
Colombian MEN. It should be noted that the full
compliance with the accreditation policy and quality
assurance programs we run, emanate from the Law 30 of
1992, Law 1188 of 2008, Decree 3462 of 2003, the
Guidelines for Undergraduate Programs Accreditation
(January 2013), and the resolution of Initial Conditions, 002
Agreement, in April 2013 from the MEN, among others.
5.2. Description of the Architecture of the
Self-Assessment
The institutional Self-Assessment model proposed by the
CNA, has four major components:

Factors between 8 and 10, which are groupings that
affect quality

The features 40 to 42 are measurable properties which
are the model features component, expression way of
an institution or a program quality. These are general
and specific predicates of whether an institution is an
academic or organizational process or a service. For
example in the Student factor, features are: 1.
Mechanisms of Selection and Admission; 2. Admitted
Students and Institutional Capacity; 3. Participation in
Integral Formation; 4. Student and Academic
Regulations.

The aspects 181-243 are relative values associated to
empirical variables. For, the item 1, mentioned above,
the aspects to investigate are: 24 Special requirements
to admission to programs that merit it; 25 Admission
Policies and exceptional mechanisms that are made
public; 26 Profiles of mechanisms supported by
exception; 27 Systems and evaluation mechanisms and
processes of admission and preselecting, including the
implementation of this Assessment results; 28
Admitted to each admission processes of the last four
cohorts, by application of general rules or by applying
exception mechanisms.

The quantification mechanism is carried through
online surveys and oriented interviews administered to
all involved actors (students, administrators, teachers),

INFOTEP and Comfenalco Cartagena. Both are benefitting over 30,000
students in all different headquarters.

and by the data and information systems analysis, on
the University or the Government institution.
In this information enterprise architecture, we developed
a Scalogram Multivariate Matrix with fuzzy values for
self-Assessment (degree of completeness): The size of the
Self-Assessment matrix for one year is 230 rows (aspects)
by 45 columns (academic and administrative process). We
evolved the matrix from a qualitative model to another with
metrics as we applied the same methodology of the
curriculum coherence architecture, a previous work. The
well-known AI process known as desfuzzification that we
have used on many occasions can quantify the
self-assessment. In the next future we may extend it to
inter-temporal analysis.
5.3. Objectives of Self-Assessment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

The objectives of self-assessment are:
Set the quality to Imperative
Generate the continuous improvement processes
Create an open thinking for the change: the Society’s
own knowledge
Project the new and improved academic and
administrative processes
Assess and maintain the internal and external customer
service (students, teachers, parents) quality
The continuous improvement of developing plans with
national and international visibility
Unify the processes and procedures effectively and
efficiently with productivity.
Determine the Self-assessment as organizational
processes (academic and administrative) to integrate it
within the Processes Matrix for optimization purposes
using our knowledge architecture.
Analyze and evaluate information in a well-structured
360° Vision way, which the architectural approach
allows us to do.
Equally, to browse the entire University administrative
and academic information (walking-through: top down
and bottom up).
Greatly, by the applied method, facilitate the strategic
alignment of the different units, with the final strategy:
the High Quality.
Through the information congregation, reduce the
complexity of the analysis and design of coherent
institutional improvement plans.
In the Self-Assessment managed as an organizational
process, facilitate organizational metrics using the
linear programming and Leontief input-output models
(which extend its value).
Integrate the self-assessment as a process variable, i. e.
allowing to quantify the Self-Assessment incidence in
terms of quality, academic sustainability, student
desertion, and many others.
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Figure 6. Quality Architecture for HE

6. High Quality in Tertiary Education
6.1. The Quality Architecture
Quality has its ethos in a HE institution (HEI). The
accreditation of HQ is the completeness verification of the
whole institutional quality, which has many different sides
and is a complex problem to determine. It is a system
whose components are integrated flexibly towards
educational excellence. The self-diagnose, the current state,
allows to determine the distance to perfection limit. The HQ
of the HE is necessary but not sufficient to achieve the
sector competitiveness.
These innovative developments have been the result of a
long processes of submitting to the education authorities, all
our programs, including 3 educational levels (Professional
Technician, Technologist, and University Professional), and
several areas (Engineering, Business Administration,
Design and Arts, and also Sports); in total, more than 30
programs in the last 6 years, with accountability to
education authorities and with rigorous academic peers, to
meet the quality standards for obtaining the Qualified
Registry, as required by the MEN rules in Colombia. Also
there is our outcome of huge experiential learning as
Academic Pair with the National Intersectional Commission
for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (CONACES)
and CNA [13] [15] [23].
The Quality Accreditation (QA) has four main
components, in our way of looking:
•
Educational Plans, which define the Mission and
Vision horizons: the use of the university autonomy
accompanied by self-assessment; the governability that
focuses on the feasibility of making the necessary
decisions; and the continuous improvement (See
section 6.2, bellow).
•
The global curriculum typical of the knowledge
society and the educational opening with modern

•

•

educative process, which is focused on the student
learning personal autonomy and on competence-based
integral education. One of its components is the In
House Internationalization. In FESSANJOSE we
started this process several years ago. Nowadays we
have the MEN support and accompaniment, with the
most important universities like La Salle and Rosario.
Also recently we have the mentoring by
representatives of the University of Yale and the
Kentucky State University inside the International
Mentoring Program provided by the MEN.
Accreditation could be an important tool to enhance
and improve cross-border education. The term
Accreditation describes the process of certification and
the result of it, as mentioned before.
Research and Innovation to develop the capacity to
produce knowledge and innovation. The knowledge
architecture is discussed in Section 6.5 (bellow) that
allows us to quantify the knowledge production and
also the accumulation of Intellectual Knowledge 9.
The infrastructure refers to the required intellectual
capital and knowledge assets, the financial resources
including technological ones, and total quality: from
the beginning to the end in the pursuit of the
excellence.

6.2. GOVERNABILITY: Knowledge for All
The integrated architectures and models for the
knowledge society promise to be a tool for analyzing and
quantifying the HE Competitiveness in this country, with
the best potential for HQA by the HEI. [18] [21] [48]
The above highlights the methodological framework for
9 Our knowledge production can be seen in www.Colciencias.gov.co San
Jose International Research Group –Cod 0084828- We were recognized in
2010, classified and categorized in 2014, by COLCIENCIAS: Colombia
National Institution of STI.
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learning and prototype development which allowed us to
identify problems and provide answers by the same
engineering rigor, and summarizes our research efforts, that
propose solutions which combine intelligent virtual
environments both as a computational and mathematical
model for the purpose of providing systemic answers to the
problem of dropout and repetition in HE.

Figure 7. Knowledge for All

6.2.1. Governability
It is a concept that goes beyond what an administration is
and is associated with the conditions of the institutional
capacity to deliver the educational goods and services, the
ease for decision-making, the management of the new
intellectual capital, and related, to meet the needs of
government, business and society in general.
It is affected by the overload of demands and social
requirements, and by factors such as the trust, the
participation and the consensus building. University
Governance and Financial Sustainability are closely
associated. They are not a matter exclusively of educators
neither the sustainability is a purely financial issue, but
finance is a strategic component of the strength of
educational institutions.
A model of corporate governance is the composition:
consistent, coherent, concerted, committed, participatory;
and is assumed by the set of systems and actors, about ways
of thinking, decision taking, acting and learning, that shows
an Institution in the different dimensions of its strategy.
Also the governability problem is related to mobility of
students between the cycles of formation and the levels of
productive sector as well as the establishment of a TP
(Professional Technician) –T (Technologist) education with
international competitiveness and quality.

6.3. Continuous Improvement
This architecture is not a simple conceptual and
methodological improvement, but an innovation in the
comprehensive and coherent treatment of the concurrent
problem Desertion-Permanence-Repetition-Quality, in two
ways: in the use of creativity in the analysis of problems
and the use of creativity in solution of problems. One
consequence is the possibility of dynamic analysis, as
illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Permanence Dynamic Analysis

The model focuses on organizational governability with
its impact on the financial sustainability, knowledge
generation and institutional learning (starting from Young
Seed Research Groups) to QUALITY, PRODUCTIVITY
AND COMPETITIVENESS. The core mission focuses on
student productivity (supported by an intelligent system),
teacher productivity (supported by an intelligent handler of
competencies and an intelligent courses-contents generator,
and also the system for coherence curriculum
optimization 10).
6.4. Pedagogic Model and Integral Education
6.4.1. Pedagogic Model Description
In strategic alignment with the IEP (Institutional
Educational Project), the pedagogical model promotes the
development of multiple intelligences to develop during the
preparatory stage of cycles as axiological aspect of the
subject in his/her student LIFE PROJECT.
It encompasses the strategy and pedagogical decisions
rules which are an important component of the institutional
navigation chart, the IEP, and more specifically, of the aims
and objectives for strategic processes and action plan,
focusing on skills training for evaluation and permanent
control. [30] [46] [54]

10 1-2014-677 07/01/2014: USANJOSE-CURR-COHE, System to
Analyze, Optimize the Curriculum Coherence of the Propaedeutic Cycles in
Higher Education. SOFTWARE REGISTRATION Book 13-Volume
41-Part 205.DNDA, Colombia National Directorate of Copyrights.
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Figure 9. Pedagogic Computational Model

A pedagogical model is part of the corporate strategy,
drawn on pedagogical mediation by ICT and the support of
the new learning theories in virtual environments known as
computational matetics (from Greek manthenein μανθάνειν:
to learn). The Consolidated Pedagogical Model promotes
strategies that are required for the design and
implementation of the whole pedagogical processes inside
the HEI.
The FESSANJOSE’s pedagogical model is configured
from its constituent principles, which correspond to the
following, regarding the conception of the subject (person),
and the training:
•
It is framed within the features of Colombian
Education Law
•
It is established by the conceptions of the person from
the perspective of the integral education
•
Under the vision of the documents, the four pillars and
the seven lessons for the future education of Delors
and Morin [28], the ones we provide in relation to the
conception of education.
•
About the conceptions for the project life skills,
profession, education and communication.
•
From the perspective of social inclusion, human
development and welfare.
•
In connection to educational and pedagogical concepts:
the developing skills to generate meta-compressions
and understandings from the reflections.
•
From the question as education strategy.
•
Through the significance of meaningful learning
experience.
•
Through interaction in teaching
•
From the perspective of the person’s intelligence under
the multiple intelligences look.
•
Through understanding the pedagogical models.
•
Located epistemologically, and practice, in the
constructivist model.
•
Through strategies and active classroom participants.
•
From the problem solving perspective.
•
From projects generation that facilitate learning
through the acquisition of knowledge and
problem-solving situations.

•

Through the interactions of the subjects (teachers and
students) and the relationships established and
recognitions achieved.

6.5. Knowledge Architecture
6.5.1 Conceptualizing
The Knowledge architecture can be defined as the set of
strategic design decisions that affect the structure,
intelligent behavior or functionality of the system as a
whole. The HEIs are the natural space where the ethos of
knowledge can be developed and the Intellectual Capital
(IK) can be accumulated. It's no secret the inadequacy of
the MIS to incorporate knowledge. In fact it’s shared by
many authors that well over half the market value is
explained by the IK in companies of the Third Millennium.
Traditional systems do not account for the IK and only
estimate the in book values vs. market values, when selling
focused on negotiation processes. On the other hand, there
are already quite a few financial models of the knowledge
economy that consider the IK. For the universities it’s a
critical issue in the way of the HE competitiveness.
6.5.2. Knowledge Process
A process is defined as an activity that takes place in
ongoing stages to produce a result or a specific group of
them coherently. It is a set of activities that transforms
inputs into a product or a service with customer value.
A knowledge process is a sequence of iterative activities
characterized by having measurable inputs/outputs and
value added activities, including organization, staff,
equipment, procedures and materials required to produce a
result: knowledge, intellectual assets and intelligent
performances.
6.5.3. Educational Innovation or ICT Innovation?
It's unanimous consideration that practices have not been
technical or scientific change had no impact on pedagogy.
The education sector has been profiled in two ways,
sometimes contradictory: a changing and modifying way,
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since the education sector has to educate future generations
with the scientific, social and technological changes, and
the other, the conservative way, given that it must preserve
the social and cultural structures, which favors.
But it is also noted that, behind, are the benefits of such
changes. In these days of rapid obsolescence, is when the
education sector will require more innovation, and is when
to take advantage where possible, from developments in
other sectors, besides, enabling the transformation of
knowledge appropriation practices from different
compartments of science and varied cultures.
The question remains whether the innovative activity in
computer science education should be the set of social
research, i.e., the progress of scientific basis, or else, its
origin is in the progress of computers according to the
possibilities of profit to be contemplated. [30] [43] [51]
6.5.4. Mathematical Knowledge Architecture
The Mathematical Knowledge Architecture comprises
the Leontief Input-Output matrix (innovated to the
knowledge Society) in a system either at the micro level (i.e.
a program of study) or a higher level of an institution or a
country. This architecture has 3 components:

•
•
•

The inter-sector industry subset, including the
Knowledge Sector
The restriction and threshold values: real world facts.
Various objective functions.

The model was integrated with linear programming to
analyze together the Education services in the Tertiary
Sector of the economy (trade and services), with the
primary sector and the manufacturer sector.
The optimization criteria are shown schematically in
Figure 10, which shows the levels of students in HE related
to permanence/desertion.
The governability deals with the control of the flows
within these levels of students, outlined and quantified in
the multiple objective functions. It seeks to maximize the
number of students performing well, given the facts of the
HEI’s world (restrictions, limits) which is one of the
indicators of quality, pre excellence. The academic
governance also implies the control flows that are contrary
to policy optimization. The model also generates
information on the flows of students’ costs.

Figure 10. Computational Model

6.5.5. Strategies Analysis
Among the questions that can be analyzed and quantified running the knowledge architecture would be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What would be the cost of changing a student from one level to another?
What would be the opportunity cost of losing a student from a higher to a lower level?
What management strategies of economic, academic or pedagogic types, respond better in order to maximize the number of students who
leave school?
Which strategy is more responsive to the maximization of repetition avoided?
How an institution responds to the demands facing in improving the economic and curricular quality and competitiveness without breaking?
How much does it cost for an institution to improve its quality and competitiveness?
How is the cost of the Internationalization process?
How much does it cost for an institution to improve global competitiveness?
What additional financial and technological resources an institution needs to maintain good government?
What is the value of intellectual capital accumulated in a university?
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Figure 11. Leontief Model with Linear Programming
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7. USANJOSE-ARKE-INTELL:
Institutional System of Information,
Data, & Knowledge for Control of the
Educational Model of the III
Millennium

•

As said, a new intelligent, competences-based
educational model of institutional software architecture,
seeking a ME HQ, is offered. See Fig. 1. A previous
advance [3] was submitted to EDUCON 2016.
7.1. Description
A multidimensional approach was adopted. The first
dimension is related to HQ [38]. The second is the
dimension of the iMIS (Intelligent MIS), as described in
Section 3. The third, deals with the architectures described
in Section 4.
The strategic development is based on social innovation
with KE.
Intelligent Coaching contrasts the universe of thematic
skills with the user acquired skills, by checking concepts
and expertise with intelligent, dosed, classified, and
oriented questions, to test knowledge and skills, with
individual
self-regulation
and
cognitive
control.
Remediation is done through online platform or optionally
with an accompanying teacher, or a mixture thereof.
We estimate at more than 3 million the users for this
project, which is under construction for the next three years.

•

•

•
7.2. Characteristics
•

•

The deployed architecture illustrates a MIS complex
whose components articulate coherently and
consistently acting as an organized whole, to obtain
new and better functionalities.
The architectural approach has been analyzed and
evaluated with large volume of academic and
administrative information in a well-structured way,
with 360° visualizations. We also allow to browse
administrative and academic information from the
university in upward and downward directions, and
also over time (Prospective) for constructing future.

The gathering of information at different levels of
aggregation will reduce the complexity of the analysis
and design.
The strategic alignment of the different components
has provided the ultimate aim: HQ. It has provided the
harmonization of academic and administrative
processes, and the establishment of common
references for the community in accordance with the
International Organization for Standardization, ISO.
Obviously we have also included the alignment of
micro-competences with the target professional
competences of academic programs.
Continuous improvement plans will provide coherently
leaning, mature, academic and management indicators
as subsystem for inferences in strategic planning and
prospective.
The Self-Assessment, as an organizational process, has
been facilitated by metrics inside the linear
programming with the Leontief Input-Output model,
which extended its value for optimization purposes,
towards governability. This governance is based on
maintaining the maximized number of students in good
performance, and also on controlling the number of
students at risk of dropping, and recuperating the
former deserter students. The Self-Assessment model
for HE is in accordance with the CNA, for which some
tools to managing large volumes of data and
visualization are used, through a multivariate
Scale-gram: matrix with fuzzy value (qualitative)
variables.
The system follows an asynchronous methodology
with competencies certification by levels, supplied by
our University.

Our work has attempted to fill a gap and to be a response,
in which we have worked with scientific rigor and
discipline. Our implementations have proven to be useful
for understanding the reality of the HE and for the
transformation of the sector itself, which facilitates the
entry into a knowledge economy.
Thus the mathematical and computational tools make the
decision making and also the definition of policies easy, in
a way more than proportional. This is the iMIS CONTROL
Information we called USANJOSE-ARKE-INTELL:
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INTELIGENT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

INPUT INTERFACE
* Problems
* Questions
* Training
* DESERTION
* Performance
* Evaluation
* Simulation
* Data
* Knowledge

FOR THE COMPETITIVINESS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Tool for Future
Analysis: Building
Strategic Planning
and Prospective

Early Alerts

Continuous
Improvement

GOVERNABILITY
Competencies
Teachers

Academic
Key Performance

INTERVENTION MODEL

iCOACH
Inteligent Coach

USANJOSE-MIS-COMPET-HE-KB

Self-control
Architecture to establish
Coherence Curricular &
Compentencial
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Students

Internacionalizatión
Staff and Family

Articulation
Architecture
ME - HE

DEDUCTIVE DATA
BASE

High School students

Multivariate

Processes

Knowledge
Architecture

SELF-EVALUATION

Youth Seed Research
Research & Innovation

Linear
Programming &

Architecture for
High Quality

OUTPUT INTERFACE
* High Quality
* Productivity
* Action Plan, Route
Map
* Permanencia
* Training
* Performance
* Rating
* Simulation
* Data & Information
* Knowledge

Data and
Information
Architecture

Figure 12. USANJOSE-ARKE-INTELL, flow of data, information, knowledge, skills, processes

A previously developed MIS 11 is the “Intelligent Information Management System by Architectures in Higher
Education for Academic and Administrative Management” (Spanish). This paradigm is considered as the systematization
of human intelligence, a substitute to human reasoning, and also as the foundation of intelligent reasoning in order to
encapsulate solutions to difficult tasks and problem solving skills, to face the complexity of higher education. For
adaptation and evolution in the modern university, the governance, the teacher and the student productivity are combined
with quality education.

11 “Sistema de Información por Arquitecturas para la Educación Superior, Gestión Académica y Administrativa”. Colombia National Directorate of
Copyrights (DNDA): Registered software record Book 13 - Volume 40, Part 307. 2012.
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7.3. Components
•

•

•

•
•

•

The Input Interface: is for the data, information and
knowledge acquisition, where the attributes,
parameters, values, problems (e.g. desertion) in active
and dynamic structures, are obtained and recorded.
The problem is expressed as the kind of decision
making problems, i.e. the complexity of the desertion
information needed: students trained in math skills, a
survey about the system variables, and ratio of
decreasing levels in the current gap between the actual
state vs. excellence.
Databases and knowledge level (deductive databases):
are about the students at risk of dropping out and the
possibility of identifying new knowledge from the
deductive database, as e. g. characterization of
student.
Coverage: involves functions at management level
and/or academic abstraction (semester, program and
area, covered by iMIS), e. g.: Registration and control,
Accounting, Finance, Human Resource, Stores,
Educational Services Laboratories, Students, Parents,
the MEN, and others involved.
Performance (Output Interface): refers to the inferred
or explicit management skills in terms of quality and
academia.
Decisional
reasoning
in
several
domains:
organizational and/or academic information processes
required for making decisions based on quality and
user level. Involves MEN standards, and also the
determination of mathematical and non-mathematical
instruments (e.g. econometrics, statistics and computer
organizational culture of the institution).
The levels to implement are: The I/O interfaces,
complex architectures, models, databases, and
applications in the field of HE.

ƒ

Y(MIS) =
{Desertion, problems, coverage, performance,
technological level, management level, plan-user, Training}

FUNCTION Y(MIS) represents the output or results of iMIS,
such as quality metrics, management indicators and values,
defection, answers & plans, required knowledge, solutions,
inferred plans, policies and continuous objects improvement
for the sustainability of quality, among others.

7.4. Architectures of USANJOSE-ARKE-INTELL
The iMIS integrates multi-hybrid system architectures as
a space to meet the problem solving aimed at a competitive
HE, specifically noting how they can include these new
technologies.

•
•
•
•
•

There are 5 architectures:
Academic productivity for curricular analysis,
management and optimization.
Student productivity with intelligent coaching.
Building management technology: construction of the
future: roadmap for student permanence.
Institutional productivity, process engineering for
governability.
Quality management, for HQE.

In Figure 13, these 5 architectures are shown, most of
them have been implemented in several HEI [16] [37].
7.5. Academic Productivity Architecture
USANJOSE-CUR-COHERENCE-ARCHITECTURE 12
“Intelligent Architecture of Curricular Knowledge and
Competencies for optimizing a Curriculum in Higher
Education”. This construct is one of the previous work [39],
one of the results of a research project, that has been
implemented in several institutions in this country and duly
inscribed in the DNDA (National Bureau of Copyright).
The curricular coherence architecture is a linear
mathematical and analytical tool of academic information,
enabling the curriculum making sense as a whole complex.
Academic coherence refers to the logical-cognitive relations
between parts of an educational system architecture. It’s an
analysis instrument which provides optimization for an
engineering curriculum using propaedeutic cycles, and
weaves the coherence and consistency, both internally and
externally.
The curriculum and competencies architecture is for
analysis, quantification and optimization of study plans and
for monitoring student progress. The architecture
establishes the specific knowledge (courses) relating them
to the target competencies, establishing their implications.
Incidence and relationships are expressed in qualitative
values with academic credit metrics that enable measuring
competencies production and the contribution of each
curricular subject. Optimization enables especially the
curriculum preparatory cycles. ITEMS: Teacher
Productivity, Edumatics Builder, Student Auto control,
Data Mining, Deductive Data Bases.
7.6. Functional Architectures
Specifically indicate how they can include these new
technologies both for the development and construction of
the MIS and its evolution in the modern corporation,
combining and strategically aligning governance and
productivity QUALITY towards the HE Competitiveness.
These architectures help us have a 360° for visualizing,
diagnosing and Quantifying, as we are approaching from
now to the academic superiority. They are composed by the
following:
12 “Intelligent Architecture of Curricular Knowledge and Competencies for
optimizing a Curriculum in Higher Education”. DNDA: Book 13 - Volume
45- Item 197. (Bogotá, 2015).
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Academic productivity for curricular analysis, management and optimization

MATRIX ANALYSIS & COMPETENCE MANAGEMENT. Curriculum and competency architecture for
analysis, quantification and optimization of study plans and monitoring student progress. The architecture matrices
relate knowledge of specific subjects vs. target competences establishing their implications. Incidence and
relationships are expressed in qualitative values (fuzzy). With units of academic credit metrics that enable
competences measuring and production of each subject's contribution to the overall curriculum for which they are
established. Optimization of Curriculum is possible and particularly, also of propaedeutic cycles.
•

Student productivity with intelligent coaching

INTELLIGENT COACHING ON BASIC SCIENCES
Improves individual competencies through a smart coach supported by a knowledge base. The Board of Self and
Early Alerts is individualized and supplemented with an intervention model, are supporting student productivity. It
is complemented by a articulation architecture with the ME: I-COACH which is applied in Mathematics and
Physics and verifies the individual progress of each student in relevant competences.
•

Building management technology

BUILDING FUTURE: MAP ROUTE FOR STUDENT PERMANENCE. It allows the generation of the action plan
(roadmap) on student permanence, the Strategic Planning and Prospective, supported by a student's individualized
intervention model. This construct contains all the knowledge of the plan and allows to navigate in time and space
for management information towards future construction, enabling management scenarios and intelligent
management strategies (i. e. with metadata and meta-knowledge).
•

Institutional productivity

PROCESS ENGINEERING FOR GOVERNABILITY & SUSTAINABILITY
Management Governability in Student Permanence, from engineering academic and organizational processes is
supported with linear programming models with multiple objectives (3 levels of students) & Input-Output Leontief,
implemented through field work allowing the analysis, quantification and optimization, including the iterative
analysis of continuous improvement that is also supported with a set of performance indicators generated by the
information system. Process management is the architectural foundation.
•

Higher education quality management

It is structured by self-assessment analytical model with graphic display and is also based on a three-dimensional
architecture: Dimension Quality of the student permanence Governability, plus a one-dimensional entity
(instruments). Among the tools are: Institutional Continuous Improvement and High Quality, towards the
excellence
Figure 13. The 5 functional architectures for USANJOSE-ARKE.INTELL

7.7. Student Productivity

7.8. Capabilities of Technology Management

It’s a construct based on knowledge, guided by
competencies, and powered by artificial and computational
intelligence (ACI) to train engineering students in
mathematics, physics and literacy. The Architecture
includes: Edumatics Builder of Tests and Examinations,
Student Subsystem and Administration Sub-System.
Several developments have preceded these efforts.
Improving individual skills through a smart coach is
supported by a knowledge base construct we called
USANJOSE ICOACH-PROTY for intelligent coach in
mathematics, physics and literacy 13. The Self Individualized
Board and Early Warnings, supplemented with an
intervention model, are supporting student productivity.
This is complemented by a joint architecture for ME:
iCOACH applied to ICT/OLG (online government), and to
verify the individual progress of each student in the relevant
competences.
The Methodology aspects are mature and are worked
with QTI & IEEE International Standards. The software
construct USANJOSE ADVERTOR-HE-PRODUCTIVITY,
“Student Productivity Driven with Early Warning” is
complementary for the architectures.

We present some developed tools and other
complementary developments that have been implemented
for several HEI in pursuing the student permanence rout
map, i.e. action plan; especially complete tools for strategic
planning coordinated with prospective, as well as a system
for establishing curricular coherence with the competences
and optimization of a study plan; these tools were built with
end-user computing (Excel). [8] [21] [23] [34] [48] [50]
They allow the generation of the action plan (roadmap)
for student retention by strategic planning and forecasting,
supported by an individualized student intervention model.
We called this construct USANJOSE-STRATEGIC
-PROSPECT-PLAN, “Prospective and Strategic Planning
for Student Permanence in Higher Education”. 14 It
contains all the knowledge of the plan and allows the user
to navigate in time and space through the management
information for future construction, enabling scenarios
management and intelligent management of strategies (i.e.
with metadata and meta-knowledge).
ITEMS: SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
threats) Analysis, Prospective and Scenario Management;
Smart Strategies, Roadmap to Permanence.

13National Bureau of Copyright (DNDA). Registered Software Record:
Book 13 - Volume 49 - Item 414. Bogotá – Colombia: October 2015.

14 DNDA: Book 13 - Volume 45, Part 198. Bogotá, 2015.
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7.9. Corporate Productivity
Management Governance in Student Permanence for
engineering academic and organizational processes is
supported by Leontief Input-Output linear programming
models with multiple objectives (3 levels of students),
implemented through field work allowing the analysis,
quantification and optimization, including the iterative
analysis of continuous improvement that is also supported
with a set of indicators generated by the MIS. Process
management is the architectural foundation.
ITEMS: Input-Output Matrix; Intelligent Process
Methodology; Governability Model.
7.10. Governability of Quality
It is structured by an analytical model of self-evaluation
and graphical display; it is also based on a
three-dimensional architecture: Quality, Governability of
student retention, and the size of entities (instruments).
Among the tools are Institutional Continuous Improvement
and High Quality towards Excellence. These architectures
help us to have a 360° to visualize, diagnose and quantify,
to the extent that we are approaching now the academic
superiority.
ITEMS: Quality Architecture; Self Chart Model;
Continuous Improvement Model; Empowered Indicators;
Academics and Management.

8. Conclusions and the Road Ahead
•

•

•

•

•

The foregoing includes increasing large knowledge
bases for verification of cultivated skills and
knowledge, and batteries of intelligent questions, with
protocols for designing and verification of knowledge
questioning, with extensive use of international
standards such as of IEEE (Software Engineering &
Higher Education Standards) and QTI (Question, &
Test
Interoperability).
In
addition
to
the
documentation.
We continue to work intensively with major field
testing in order to improve the pedagogical and
instructional systems, and especially with the tutorial
and remediation strategies aspects.
Knowledge and Competencies Management for skills
definition and their administration, and tests and
examinations generation design for the individual
assessments via WEB are being developed. It includes
a Knowledge Base Administrator, and a statistical
system is involved.
Social Projection: A book of KEE (in Spanish) is being
written with the outcomes, experiential learning,
competencies and new knowledge generated by the
research.
Various papers are being submitted to several world
class meetings.

•

An
English
version
of
our
systems
USANJOSE-ARKE-INTELL is to be undertaken for
abroad implementation.

8.1. Discussion
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

About our developed architectures:
The architectural methodology illustrated us how a
complex system can be composed and articulated in
order to show how is the governance and relations to
actors, major subsystems, and software to obtain new,
important and better functionalities. This architecture
conforms a big system as a whole, organized and
complex.
The architectural approach allowed us to analyze and
evaluate large volume of academic and administrative
information, in a well-structured way, with 360° view.
It also allowed us to browse the entire administrative
and academic information of the University
(walking-through from top down to bottom up)
Greatly, the applied method facilitated the strategic
alignment of the different units to the final strategy:
the High Quality. Also it provided the synchronization
of academic and administrative processes, establishing
common referents to the whole community.
The congregation of information at different levels of
aggregations reduced the complexity of the analysis
and design. As even it facilitated institutional
improvement of plans coherently.
The Self-Assessment itself, managed as an
organizational process, facilitated with organizational
metrics, the linear programming model and the
Leontief input-output, extended its value for
optimization purposes.
Another important contribution is the model of SelfAssessment for HE, according to the CNA, for which
we use some tools for BIG Data management and
visualization,
through
a
multivariate
fuzzy
matrix–dashboard with an Architectural Vision, 360°.
With the self-Assessment as a process variable, i. e. it
was allowed quantifying the incidence of
self-Assessment in terms of quality, and academic
sustainability, student desertion and many others,
thanks to the knowledge architecture.
Finally we consider that the information enterprise
architecture is the Institutional memory largely
expected.

8.2. Synthesis: Outcomes of the Architecture
As shown before, in Figure 7, we summarize the
following outcomes:
•
The accreditation of High quality is the verification of
the completeness of the whole Institutional Quality
towards the excellence: Our architectures help us
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•

•

visualize, diagnose and quantify as we are approaching
to academic excellence.
Regarding that methods of HE are changing rapidly,
we are facing new challenges both at institutional and
at individual levels. Due to the increase in national and
international competition, institutions are struggling to
offer attractive academic programs with HQ
Accreditation for learners by employing modern ICT
based e-learning.
These architectures allow us to follow up the
progressive enhancement in search of the academic
excellence.

8.3. Conclusions and Future Work
Knowledge is one of the most important expressions of
human intelligence, in order to:
•
Confronting problems and also determining to solve
them
•
Addressing the complexities of human beings, society
and the world
•
Coping with shortages of food and resources.
•
In short, knowledge appears in the Third Millennium
as a cognitive tool for large applications and uses in
the Knowledge Society.
•
We have presented mainly a dual architecture models
for handling HQ in HE: One is related to the large
knowledge, data and information. The other is to verify
the completeness of the requirements for accreditation
purpose by National and International Agencies. Both
of the mentioned are concreted in a tool.
•
Perhaps the most important innovation regards the
inter-industrial Leontief model by including the
knowledge sector.
•
Production can be quantified both for knowledge and
intellectual assets, in addition to its accumulation.
•
These experiences have been cataloged by the MEN as
successful and allowed us the mobility of knowledge
and we are implementing them in several universities
in Colombia, [34].
•
The Quality Architecture has been framed as a
systemic one, to respond to the main problem of HE.
The Accreditation process is a byproduct of this
endeavor.
•
We try to address the complex problem of Educational
Quality, including:
•
The joint HE-ME problem due to the poor preparation
of young people who enter the HE in Colombia.
•
The different actors in the process: teachers, students,
parents, government, industry and others.
•
We use complex tools, as befits the nature of the
problem, such as ICT, ACI, KE, and different kinds of
architectures: Data, Information, ICT and Intelligent
knowledge-based Software Engineering, from many
others.

•
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New constructs are conceptualized as Educational
Intelligence as a set analogous to the BI (Business
Intelligence) but with its own specific constructs.

8.4. Future Work Purposes
They are related to enrich intelligent architecture with
Machine Learning constructs. We will improve the
methodological and software experiences and developments
to achieve a professional version to offer to all, local and
international wide academic community. We are addressing
this professional development of our tools presented above,
to give them a broader social use, and to provide that they
can be adapted to the specific needs of each HEI. To this
end, we are seeking international resources to support our
innovation and research initiatives.
Giving that the complexity of knowledge is caused by the
dynamic nature of the enterprises systems of the III
Millennium, and especially by how HEI in general evolves,
this brings challenges to the achievement of semantic
interoperability and the maintenance of managerial
information & knowledge systems. Therefore it has been
required the urgent adoption of vocabularies, primarily
terminologies and ontologies for KE and KM (knowledge
management). It is a way for standardization of HEI
knowledge representation models, as the knowledge has its
ethos inside the University. We included in each Chapter, a
technical glossary related to KE and KM.
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